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waterRIDE™ 10 is coming! On Wednesday 11th December, 2019, waterRIDE™ 10 will be launched in our North Sydney
offices and represents an exciting new chapter of waterRIDE™’s evolution.
The modern, yet instantly familiar interface embraces our streamlined design philosophy and introduces new and refined
workflow and management tools. It’s still waterRIDE™, just better.
What is waterRIDE™ 10?
waterRIDE™ 10 represents a strong design shift from v8 with a
focus on a modern, lean, fast, clear and spacious interface.

massive volumes of ever-changing flooding
cementing waterRIDE™ as an enterprise-level tool.

datasets,

waterRIDE™ 10 will be available to those with valid maintenance
plans on 11th December, 2019, following the Launch event.

Intuitive workflow-based access to the existing rich array of
floodplain management tools merges with a host of new
processing and data management tools.
waterRIDE™ 10 addresses the shortcomings of v8’s nested
menu-driven interface, and introduces Live Panels as a key
element of its updated UX.
Live Panels are fast, structured, highly visual and, most
importantly, “do away” with nested menus.
This means that tools are grouped by overall workflow, then
sub-grouped by common actions, making it easy to find the
tool you are looking for when you need it.
In Viewer mode, live panels provide ultimate clarity with all
tools visible and nothing “buried” in menus. You can even hide
the live panels for maximum screen real-estate.

Rapid multi-surface interrogation using the FASTBAR

waterRIDE™ 10 Launch – Sydney – 2:30pm 11th December,
2019
waterRIDE™ 10 will be officially launched at our North Sydney
offices in December 2019.
The event will showcase the new interface and workflow
philosophy, highlight key new tools as well as showcase our
new Enterprise level frameworks: ENTERPRISE, DATA Manager
and “one” waterRIDE™.
The launch will be followed by light refreshments and
networking.
To register for the event, please complete the form here.
waterRIDE Group Training (Auckland/Brisbane November
2019) – Now using waterRIDE™ 10

The new FASTBAR is a great example of the new design
philosophy. Sliding in from the right side of the screen the
FASTBAR facilitates bulk interrogation of multiple surfaces,
quick toggling of common view settings as well as the new tool
search” capability.
A host of new data management tools and centralised
application management ensure that waterRIDE™ 10
continues to address the needs of organisations dealing with

A quick reminder on dates for the rest of this calendar year:
-

Brisbane: 28th/29th November, 2019
Auckland: 26th/27th November, 2019

Both of these sessions will be run using waterRIDE™ 10, so feel
free to come along to get a head start.
We have also added a New Year Sydney session on 11 th/12th
February, 2020.
For full details and registration, see here.

